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34(1989) APLIKACE MATEMATIKY No. 1,1—17 
THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF BOUNDARY-VALUE 
PROBLEMS FOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
WITH STATE DEPENDENT DEVIATING ARGUMENTS 
V. L. BAKKE, Z. JACKIEWICZ 
(Received January 20, 1987) 
Summary. A numerical method for the solution of a second order boundary value problem 
for differential equation with state dependent deviating argument is studied. Second-order 
convergence is established and a theorem about the asymptotic expansion of global discretization 
error is given. This theorem makes it possible to improve the accuracy of the numerical solution 
by using Richardson extrapolation which results in a convergent method of order three. This 
is in contrast to boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations where the use 
of Richardson extrapolation results in a method of order four. 
Keywords: Boundary value problem, deviating argument, Richardson extrapolation, con-
vergence of higher order. 
AMS Classification: 34K10. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the second order boundary-value problem with state-
dependent deviating argument 
(1) At) - f(t, x(t), x(x(t, x(t)))), t e [a, b] , 
f<K0, tSa 
X[t) ~ \i(t), t £ b • 
Here,f: [a, b] x R2 -» R, T: \a, b] x R -* R are continuous and <p and t/> are given 
initial functions. We do not require that T is a delay; it can as well be of advanced 
type. Additional assumptions relative to problem (1) will be given in the next section. 
Such equations have applications in control theory (further details and references 
may be found in [7]). 
The existence and uniqueness of solutions to (1) was investigated by Grimm and 
The work of the second author was partially supported by the Arkansas Science and Techno-
logy Authority undeг grant ASTA 86-B-0072. 
Schmitt in [5] and [6]. Similar problems were also treated by Chocholaty and Slahor 
[3]-
It is the purpose of this paper to present a simple difference method for the numeric-
al solution of (1). It will be assumed throughout that a unique solution x to (l) exists. 
Let h > 0 be a given step size and define the grid tj = a + jh, j = 0, 1 , . . . , n + 1, 
(n + 1) h = b — a. We also define t_x = a — h and tn+2 = b + h. The numerical 
method is obtained by approximating the second derivative by the difference operator 
of the second order, and approximating the solution at non-grid points by piecewise 
cubic interpolation. Denoting the approximate solution by xh the resulting method 
is given by 
(2) x*(*i-i) ~ 2xh(tt) + xh(ti+1) = h
2f(th xh(tt)9 xh(T(th xh(tt)))) , 
3 
xh(tt + rh) = Rt(r) : = £ Pj(r) xh(tt.1+j), 
7 = 0 
i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, r e (0, 1], where 
PoW = -i(r3 - 3r2 + 2r) , Px(r) = i ( r
3 - 2r2 - r + 2) , 
P2(r)-i(r*-r
2-2r), P3(r) = £(r
3 - r) , 
are Lagrange fundamental polynomials of cubic interpolation. It is assumed that 
X/J(t) = cp(t) for t = a and xfc(f) = i//(t) for t = b. 
In section 2 we show that method (2) is well defined and that the solution to (2) 
can be obtained by the method of successive approximations. In section 3 we prove 
a convergence theorem and give a bound on the global error containing local dis-
cretization and local interpolation error. In section 4 we prove the existence of one 
term in the asymptotic expansion of the global discretization error. This fact can 
be used to improve the accuracy of numerical solution by Richardson extrapolation. 
Finally, in section 5, the results of this paper are illustrated by some numerical 
examples. 
The numerical solution of problem (l) with T independent of x was investigated 
before by de Nevers and Schmitt [4] using the shooting method and by Chocholaty 
and Slahor [3] using an iterative technique. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
It is assumed throughout the paper that: 
H 1: There exists a constant B such that |f(t, x, y)\ = B for t G [a, b], x, y e R. 
H 2: The function f is Lipschitz-continuous with respect to the second and third 
argument with constants Lj and L2, respectively. 
H 3 : The function T is Lipschitz-continuous with respect to the second argument 
with constant P. 
H 4: The functions <p and ij/ are Lipschitz-continuous with constants L^ and L^,,. 
respectively. 
We can require H 1 without loss of generality since we assumed the existence of 
a unique solution to problem (1). 
It will be convenient for our purposes to use the following convention. With any 
vector 
Yh = [Yh, Yh,..., Yh] 
we will associate the function yh such that yh(t) = <p(t)91 :g a, yh(t) = \j/(t), t ^ b, 
and for te [tj9 tj+i'], j = 0,1, ..., n9 yh is a cubic polynomial interpolating to yh
l 
at ti9 i = j — l,j, j + 1,7 + 2. Similarly, if such a function yh is given we define 
Yh:=lyk(t1),yh(t2),...,yh(tn)Y. 
In the sequel we denote by lower case letters with subscript h the functions an by 
uppercase letters with subscript h the vectors related by the described convention. 
We also define 
~h2f(h, yh(ti), yh(*(ti, yh(ti)))) - <p(a)~ 
h2f(t2,yh(t2lyhHt2,yh(t2)))) ҢYн): = 
h2f(t„, yh(tn), y„(т(tn, y„(tn)))) - ф(b) 
Where Yh and yh are related by the convention described above. Now the method (2) 
can be written in vector form 
(3) A„Xn = F(Xh) 
where A„ is the n x n tridiagonal matrix given by 
•2 1 0 . . . 0 0 
1 - 2 1 . . . 0 0 
A„ = 
0 0 0 . . . 1 
17*1: 1 < i < n\, and for A e i \\Ui\. i = For any V= [vl9 v2,..., vJ
T put [|T |̂|̂  = max 
denote by [Ĵ 4[| ̂  the corresponding matrix norm. We will need the following two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 1. IIArML ^ 
(И + I) 2 
П 00 = 
Proof. This follows easily from the explicit representation of the inverse matrix 
A:1-. 
(4) 
(see [2]). • 
oow ='..H 
i(n + í-j) 
n + 1 
iйj 
j < ' 
Lemma 2. Assume H 1 and H 4. Let Xh be given and define Yh as the solution of 
(5) AnYh = F(Xh) . 
Then 
, , v / M . fQlf - s| , i/ f, s are arid points from [a, b] 
(6) WO-^)U|iiQ|rls|5 0rt6nWWf 
where 
e = m a x | L y , V B ( b - a ) + l ^ - ^ l } . 
Proof. Observe first that in view of H 4 the Lemma is true for t, s = a and t, s = b. 
Denote the ith row of A"1 by (A"1)^ Then 
W t i + i ) - yh(h)\ = \((A;%+1 - (A;
i)iF(xh)\ 
for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n — 1. From (4) we have 
( A ; 1 ) ^ ! - ( A ; 1 ) , = - i — ( - 1 , - 2 , . . . , - i , n - i, n - i - 1, ..., 1). 
rc + 1 
Hence, 
Wt i+1) - M*,)| = -±- t n
2(-j)/(tJ-,^(tJ),^(tJ-,^(/,)))) + 
n + 1| ;=i 
n 
+ _\ h2(n + 1 - j)f(t., xh(tj), x„(t(tj, x„(tj)))) + <p(a) - ij,(b)\ <, 
J - I+1 
<.h2B r ' . , y i , M<0-*(*>)!_ 
" + 1 L ^ 1 J'=1J n + í 
(i2 + i + (n - i) (n + 1 - i)) + — — W(a) - ý(b)\ ú 
2(n + 1) v b - a 
U ( n + 1) b - a J 
< fc W - g) + Kg) - jK^jl < hn 
L 2 b - a J " 
where we have used nh ̂  n(0 _ a)\(n + l) < b - a. The first equation in the 
system (5) is given by 
-2.V*(*i) + j>*(ta) = h
2/('i, x*(*i), ^ ( i ( t 1 ? xfc(^)))) - 3>*('o) , 
and it follows that 
W t i ) - yh(t0)\ <, \yh(t2) - yh(ty)\ + h
2B <, 
Sh\Btz^ + M±lim + hB]<hQ. 
L 2 b-a J~ 
By a similar argument we may also show that 
\yh(tn) - yh(tn+i)\ = hQ. 
Assume now that t, s e [th ti+1], i = 0,1, ..., n, and at least one point is not a grid 
point. We have t = tt + rh, s = tt + fh, and 
**('i + rh) - *(*, + rh) = Ri(r) - Ri(r) = (r - r) R ; ( { ) 
for some £ between t and s. It follows after straightforward calculations that 
xA(t, + rh) - x(ti + rh) = (r-r) [ (^
2 + 5 - i)(x„(f i+2) - xh(tt+1)) + 
+ { - e ~ i + \) (xh(ti+1) - xh(tt)) + (K
2 + *) (x»(«,) - x»(.*,.:))] . 
Consequently, since 
max {|K2 + I - i | + | - £ 2 - { + | | + | ^ 2 + i | : { e [0, 11]} = i± 
we obtain 
|x(ff + rh) - x(t, + fh)| £ - ^ | r - r| Qh = ^ Q | * - s| , 
which proves the Lemma for t, s e [ti9 ti+1]. The repeated use of the triangle inequality 
proves the Lemma for any t,se[a,b\. • 
Now we show that (3) has a unique solution and that this solution can be computed 
by the method of successive approximations. Denote by D the constant 
D = s u p { i | P X r ) | : r G [ 0 , l ] } . 
i=o 
and consider the condition 
H 5: &-=---- [L. + L2(^ QP + D)-\<\. 
8 
This condition is similar to one of the conditions given in [6]. We have the follow-
ing theorem. 
Theorem 1. Assume that the conditions H 1 —H 5 hold. Then the system (3) has 
a unique solution Xh. Moreover, this solution can be computed by the method 




+1 = F(Xl), 
k = 0, 1, ...,with arbitrary starting vector Xh. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2 that each xkh corresponding to X\ satisfies a Lip-




1)\\a} ^ max h
2(Lt\4(tj) - xt\tj)\ + L 2 a , ) , 
where 
a, = \4«tj,4(tj))) ~ x r ' W t , , ^ - 1 ^ ) ) ) ! • 
Using Lemma 2 and the fact that 
* + rft) = EPXr)<(^1+.), 
1=o 
m = k — 1, k, we obtain 
a, ^ |*S(T(.„ *£(.,))) - x A (T( t , - ,* r» | + 
+ |x*(T(t„xri(f,))) - 4-\<tj,4-\tj)))\ ^ 
^ ^Q\r(tj,4(tj)) - t(t,-,*r(ty))| + 114 - 4~% = 
^(^QP + D)lXl-Xh-%. 
Thus, it follows that 
lF(X>) - F(Xt-i)\\00 £ h\Ll + L2(^QP + D)) \\Xt ~ X
k
h-% , 
and using Lemma 1, we obtain the inequality 
| * i + ' - Xt\m ^
 { - ^ 2 (L, + L2(^QP + D)) \\Xl - Xt~% . 
O 
As a consequence of H 5 the sequence [Xkh}™=0 converges. It is also clear that the 
limit Xh of this sequence is a solution of (3), and that xh corresponding to Xh satisfies 
a Lipschitz condition of the form (6) with the same constant Q. 
To prove uniqueness, suppose there is another solution Yh of (3). Then 
\\F(Xh) - F(Yh)\\m ^ h
2 max (L.|*4(.*y) - y„(t,)| + LJj) , 
1=7 = " 
where 
Pi = \xh«tj, xh(tj))) - yh(T(tj, yh(tj)))\ + 
+ \xh(r(tj9 yh(tj))) - yh(x(tj, yh(tj)))\, 
and if %(tj, yh(tjj) £ [a, b], then 
Pj ^ ^QP\xh(tj) - yh(tj)\ . 
Otherwise, x(tj, yh(tj)) e (tv, tv+1], for some v = 0, 1,..., n. Putting r = (T(^ 5 yh(tj))-
— tv)/ft and using the cubic interpolation formula we obtain 
Pj -S ^QPHtj) - yh(tj)\ + Z \PJLr)\ \xh(tv„1+„) - yh(tv.l+fl)\. 
Ai-=0 
In either case, we have 
P. g (J_ogP + D) \Xh - Yh\„ , 
j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and it follows that 
\\Xh - Y„||M g \\A;% h
2(Lt + L2(?fQP + D)) \\Xh - Th\\x S 
(b - af 
< (L, + L2(^QP + D)) \\XҺ - Y„| 
In view of H 5, the conclusion follows. • 
3. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
In this section we show that the method (3) is convergent, and that the convergence 
is of second order. A bound on the global error is also derived. 
Define the local discretization error at the point tt by the relation 
h2 nit,) = x(tt-±) - 2x(tt) + x(tt+1) - h
2f(th x(tt), x(x(tt, x(tt)))) , 
i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, where x is the solution of (1). It is easy to check that n(tt) = Q(h
2) 
as h -> 0 uniformly in tt. Let us denote by %(t) the error of the piecewise cubic inter-
polation for x(t), i.e., 
3 
Z(tt + rh) = x(tt + rh) - £ Pj(r) x(tt^1+J) , 
1=o 
i = 0, 1, ...,n, re(0, 1]. Define 
e(t; h) = x(t) - xh(t) , 
Eh = [e(t1;h),e(t2;h),...,e(tn;h)Y , 
Oh = [n(h),ri(t2),...,n(tn)Y 
and 
Qh = max{ |£ ( t ) | : t e [a , h]} . 
We have the following convergence result. 
Theorem 2. Assume that the conditions H 1 — H 5 are satisfied. Then 
\e(t; h)\m S WD\eh\\„ + (WDL2 + l)Q„, 
where 
W=(b- af 1(8 - ( b - a)2 (L, + L2(^QP + D))). 
In particular, the method (3) is convergent and the order of convergence is two. 
Proof . LetK = [x(tt), x(t2),..., x(fB)]
T. Si*ice 
Eh = A;
1(F(X)-F(Xh) + h%), 
it follows that 
\E.U ^ K 1 ! - WF(x) - F(xh)\\„ + fc-|4--|„ [|^iu. 
We have 
HE(X) - F(Xh)\\m Z h
2 max (Lx\x(tj) - xh(tj)\ + L28j), 
OSjSrr 
Where 
5j = \x(x(tj, x(tj))) - xh(x(tj, xh(tj)))\ S 
= \*(<h> x(fj))) - * . t t o . *(*j)))\ + 
+ \xh(x(tj, X(tj))) - Xh(x(tj, Xh(tj)))\ . 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 if 
x(tj, x(tj)) $ [a, b] , then <5, ^ ^QP\x(tj) - xh(tj)\ . 
Otherwise, T(tj9 x(tj)) e (tv, lv+1], for some v = 0, 1 , . . . , n. Putting r = (r(tj, x(tj)) — 
— tv)lh, using the cubic interpolation formula, and adding and subtracting the term 
3 
£ Pjj) x(tv_! + J we obtain 
<5y ̂  !*(<*„ x(0))) - £ P,(r) x(tv„1+fl)\ + 
Ai = 0 
3 3 
H=0 n=0 
+ ^QPHh) - x,,(tj)\ SQh + (^QP + D) \\Eh\\x . 
Thus, 
INL * ^ - ^ ( A + - ^ e - ' + ->)) INU + ̂ - ) 2 ( N L + --A). 
o o 
and in view of the condition H 5 we obtain 
\\Eh\U S W(\\0h\\n + L2Qh). 
To get a bound on e(t; h) observe that 
\e(tt + rh; h)\ <, \x(ti + rh) - £ P / r ) x(f._1+_i)| + 
y=o 
+ \iPj(r)x(ti-1+J) -iPj(r)xh(t^1+J)\ ^ D\\Eh\\„ + Qh, 
j=0 j=0 
and the theorem follows. n 
Remark . Observe that in the error estimate given in Theorem 2 \\0h\\oo = 0(h2) 
and Qh = 0(h
4 ) as h -> 0. Therefore, we could use piece wise linear interpolation 
to approximate the solution between the grid points and still maintain the second-
order convergence. The corresponding method with piecewisa linear interpolation 
is convergent under the weaker condition that 
{>JÎ ( I . + L2(QP + ! ) ) < ! 
and the error estimate is 
\\e(t; h)\\x = W\\9h\\„ + (WL2 + l)Qh, 
where Qh is the error of linear interpolation and 
W=(b- a)21(8 - ( b - a)2 (L. + L2(QP + 1))) 
(compare [1]). The advantage of using piecewise cubic interpolation instead of piece-
wise linear lies in the fact that the resulting method possesses one term in the asymp-
totic expansion of the global discretization error which will allow us tu upgrade 
the accuracy of the numerical solution by Richardson extrapolation. This point is 
discussed in the next section. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE GLOBAL DISCRETIZATION ERROR 
In this section we prove the existence of one term in the asymptotic expansion 
of the global discretization error. We have the following. 
Theorem 3. Assume that f e C2, T e C2, and that H 1 —H 5 hold. Then 
x(t) - xh(t) = h
2 e(t) + O(/i3) , h -> 0 , 
where the function e is the solution of the boundary-value problem 
(7) e"(t)=8l(t,x(t),x(x(t,x(i)))e(t) + 
OX 
+ 81 (t, x(t), x(x(t, x(t)))) \~ (t, x(i)) x'(x(t, x(t))) e(t) + 
. +e(x(t,x(t)))\ + -i-2x^(t), 
e(t) = 0 , t = a , 
e(t) = 0 , t = b . 
Here, dfjdx and dfjdy stand for the derivative of f with respect to the second and 
third argument respectively, and dxjdx stands for the derivative of % with respect 
to the second argument. 
Proof. It is easy to check that the local discretization error n of the method (3) 
has the form 
(8) »K'.) = ^ * ( 4 ) ( ' . ) + o(fc4), * - o . 
For any t e \a, b] define 
/A _ x(f) - xh(t) 
"[) h2 • 
Subtracting (3) from 
x(f i_1) - 2x(ff) + x(ff+1) = h
2j(f„ x(ff), x(r(f„ x(ff)))) + h
2 f?(ff) , 
and using (8) we obtain 
eA(ff_!) - 2eA(ff) + eA(ff+1) = [/(f f, x(f f), x(r(ff, x(ff)))) 
- j(ti, **(..), xA(r(f„ xA(ff))))] + ^ x<
4>(ff) + O(h
4) , 
< = 1,2,.. . , n. To estimate the expression in brackets observe that 
xh(tt) = x(ff) - h
2 eA(ff) , 
tit,, xA(ff)) = r(ff, x(ff) - h
2 eA(ff)) = r(ff, x(ff)) - h
2 eA(ff) ^ (f„ x(ff)) + O(h
4), 
ox 
xh(t(tu xA(ff))) = x(r(ff, xA(ff))) - h
2 eA(r(ff, xA(ff))) = 
= x(T(ff, x(ff)) - h
2 eh(t,) f - (ff, x(f,)) + O(h
4)) -
OX 
- h2 eA(r(ff, x(ff)) - h
2 eA(ff) ̂  ( f „ x(ff)) + O(h
4)) = 
OX 
= x(x(th X(U))) - h
2 eh(tt) ~ (th x(tt)) x'(z(th x(tv))) - h
2[eh(x(th x(tt))) -
Ox 
- h2 e„(tf) %- (tu x(f,)) eA(r(f„ x(f,)))] + O(h
4) = 
Ox 
= x(T(f„x(ff))) - h
2[eA(ff)^(ff,x(ff))x'(T(ff,x(ff))) + eA(T(f„x(ff)))] + O(h
3) 
dx 
where the last equality follows from the fact that 
e'h(t) = o(j), h-yO. 
Consequently, 
j(ti, *(*,), x « f „ x(ff))) - j(f„ xA(ff), xA(r(f„ xA(ff)))) = 
= h2{eA(ff) -f- ( f „ x(ff), x(r(f„ x(ff)))) + [eA(ff) -1 (ff, x(f,)) x ' « f „ x(ff))) + 
ox ox 
+ eA(r(f„ x(ff)))]





(9) eh(tt-г) - 2eh(ti) + eh(ti+1) = h




x ^ ( ^ x W ^ W ^ x ^ ) ) ) ) + T ^ 4 M + 0(h3) . 
ay 
We also have 
(10) eh(u + rh) = i Pj(r) eh(tt- x +J) + O(A
2) 
j-o 
and we can regard (9) and (10) as a perturbed version of the method (3) applied 
to the boundary-value problem (7) with perturbation of order O(A) in (9) and of 
order O(A2) in (10). The nonperturbed methods reads 
eh(ti~i) ~
 2e(ti) + eh(ti+i) = h
2 \eh(tt)^(t,x(t),x(T(Ux(t)))) + 
( Ox 
[ 6T eh(tt) — (ti9 x(u)) x'(x(ti9 x(u))) + Ox 
+ eh(r(h, x(tt)))j
 81 (tt, x(h), x(r(th x(tt)))) + ^ x
w 0 , ) } 
3 
eh(U + rh) ^Y.
pj(r)eH(ti~i+J), 
j-o 
and it follows from the convergence theorem that 
e(t) - eh(t) = O(h
2) 
as A --> 0 uniformly in t. Using similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2 
we also have 
eh(t) - eh(t) = O(A) . 
Consequently, 
e(t) - eh(t) -= O(A), 
or 
x(t) - xh(t) = h
2 e(t) + O(A3) , 
A ~> 0, which is our claim. a 
Theorem 3 provides a theoretical basis for the use of Richardson extrapolation 
to improve the accuracy of the numerical solution. Using standard arguments it 
follows that 
x*(0:=i(4 xh(t) - x2h(t)) 
11 
is an approximation of order three to the solution x of (1). This is in contrast to the 
numerical solution of two-point boundary value problems for differential equations 
with deviating argument which does not depend on the state 
(11) *"(0=/(*'*M0))' te[a,b] 
x(t) = <p(t) , t <; a 
x(t) = \j/(t), t ^ b , 
where the similar procedure leads to the method of order four. This is a consequence 
of the fact that in the case of (11) the asymptotic expression of the global discretization 
error reads 
x(t) - xh(t) = h
2 e(t) + O(h4) , 
where e is the solution of the boundary-value problem 
e"(t) = ± (t, x(t), x(r(t))) e(t) + ± (t, x(t), x(r(t))) e(r(t)) + f~x^(t), 
ox cy 
e(t) = 0 , t ^ a 
e(t) = 0, t ^ b . 
The proof of this fact is similar to the proof of Theorem 3, compare also the corre-
sponding result for two-point boundary-value problems for ordinary differential 
equations in [8]. Thus the dependence of T in (l) on the solution x is responsible 
for the loss of one order of accuracy. 
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
The results derived above are illustrated by the following examples. 
E x a m p l e 1 ([3, 4]) 
x"(t) = —(1/16) sin (x(t)) - (t + 1) x(t - 1) + t, 0 ^ t g 2 , 
x(t) = t - 1/2, * t ^ 0 , 
x(t) = - 1 / 2 t ^ 2 , 
E x a m p l e 2 ([6]). 
x"(t) = x(t) - Xx(M sin (x(t))), 0 ^ t ST 
x(t) = 0, t ^ 0 
x(t) = 1 , t ^ T 
This example is solved for X = \, M = \ and T = 2. 
12 
Example 3. 
x"(t) = -x(t) x2(t2) - sin (t) cos2 ( t2) , 0 S t£ TI\2 
x(i) = 0 t ^ 0 
x(t) = sin (t) t ^ 7t/2 
The theoretical solution is x(t) = sin (t). 
Example 4. 
x"(0 = *(ln (0) + *(*) - t, 1 ^ t S 2 
x(f) = exp ( t ) , t ^ 1 
*(*) = exp (t) , f ^ 2 
The theoretical solution is x(t) = exp (t). 
Example 5. 
xT(t) = -2yj(x(2t))9 0 ^ t ^ 1/2 
x(f) = 1 , r ^ 0 
x(t) = cos2 (t), t ^ 1/2 
The theoretical solution is x(t) = cos2 (t) 
Example 6. 
x"(t) = ~2x(t) - x(t) In (x(2t)), 0 g t ^ 1 
x(t) = 1 , t ^ 0 
x(t) = e x p ( - t 2 ) , t ^ 1 
The theoretical solution is x(t) = exp (— t2). 
The system (3) was solved by the method of successive approximations described 
above, with xh chosen to be the straight line joining (a, <p(a)) and (b, iA(b)) over the 
interval [a, b], and with xh(t) = <p(t), t g a, xh(t) = i/L(t), t ^ b. The iterations 
were terminated after the norm of the difference between two successive approxima-
tions was less than h2. 
The results are displayed in tables 1 — 6 below. In all cases h = (b — a)jn, where 
2N = n. The values of xh are those calculated by the algorithm using cubic inter-
polation, and yh is used to denote the values obtained by Richardson extrapolation. 
Example 1 was solved be DeNevers and Schmitt [4] by the shooting technique 
and by Chocholaty and Slahor [3] using an iterative method. The accuracy of our 
results displayed in Table 1 compares favorably with that of DeNevers and Schmitt 
for the same stepsize h. Both Tables 1 and 2 show Eh(Tt) := \xh(Tt) - X2h(Tt)\ and 
Rh(Tt) := \yh(Tt) - y2h(Tt)\, i = 1, 2, 3, where T, = a + i(b - a)/4. Since the 
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solutions are known for examples 3-6, the actual errors, eh(T^) := \x(Tt) — xh(Ti)\, 
and rh{Tt) := \x(Tt) - y^T,)] are displayed. 
All computations were performed in double precision on the Amdahl 370/V6-II 
Computer at the University of Arkansas. 
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Table 1. Example 1. 
N EkiTJ ЩTX) EҺ(T2) Rk(T2) EҺ(TЪ) ЩT3) 
2 •559E-1 •146E-2 •120E-0 •298E-2 •779E-1 •261E-2 
3 •151E-1 •323E-3 •323E-1 •646E-3 •215E-1 •933E-3 
4 •353E-2 •385E-3 •758E-2 •772E-3 •466E-2 •ЮOE-2 
5 •П7E-2 •181E-3 •247E-2 •363E-4 •192E-2 •479E-4 
6 •279E-3 •385E-5 •591E-3 •777E-5 •443E-3 •ЮlE-4 
7 •668E-4 •777E-6 •142E-3 •561E-5 •ЮЗE-3 •203E-5 
8 •161E-4 •155E-6 •343E-4 •ЗЮE-6 •243E-4 •403E-6 
9 •392E-5 •ЗЮE-7 •835E-5 •6ЮE-7 •577E-5 •800E-7 
10 •956E-6 •290E-7 •204E-5 •582E-7 •138E-5 •75ІE-7 
11 •217E-6 •467E-6 •289E-6 
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Table 2. Example 2. 
7V Eh(Tt) Rh(Tt) EҺ(T2) ЧT2) EҺ(TЪ) UTЪ) 
2 •348E-1 •443E-2 •513E-1 •752E-2 •382E-1 •674E-2 
3 •538E-2 •383E-2 •719E-2 •527E-2 •449E-2 •343E-2 
4 •152E-2 •114E-2 •216E-2 •І55E-2 •145E-2 101E-2 
5 •476E-3 •354E-3 •625E-3 •476E-3 •393E-3 •308E-3 
6 •146E-3 •106E-3 •201E-3 •144E-3 •132E-3 •930E-4 
7 •432E-4 •271E-4 •577E-4 •366E-4 •366E-4 •236E-4 
8 •953E-5 •144E-5 •129E-4 •195E-5 •855E-5 •126E-5 
9 •130E-5 •915E-6 •178E-5 •124E-5 •П9E-5 •798E-6 
10 •361E-6 •279E-6 •481E-6 •376E-6 •ЗOlE-6 •243E-6 
11 •П8E-6 •161E-6 •Ю7E-6 
Table 3. Example 3. 
IV eh(Tt) ''/.(Ti) eh(T2) Пг(T2) eh(Tъ) Пt(Tъ) 
2 •485E-2 •712E-2 •971E-2 •135E-1 •980E-2 •П9E-1 
3 •649E-2 •423E-3 •125E-1 •885E-3 •П4E-1 •136E-2 
4 •130E-2 •ЗЮE-3 •248E-2 •583E-3 •183E-2 •432E-3 
5 •934E-4 •176E-4 •184E-3 •339E-4 •141E-3 •368E-4 
6 •365E-4 •226E-5 •714E-4 •428E-5 •628E-4 •374E-5 
7 •Ю8E-4 •647E-6 •2ЮE-4 •122E-5 •184E-4 •Ю7E-5 
8 •319E-5 •178E-6 •618E-5 •336E-6 •543E-5 •288E-6 
9 •931E-6 •551E-7 •180E-5 •Ю5E-6 •І57E-5 •924E-7 
10 •274E-6 •153E-7 •528E-6 •289E-7 •462E-6 •253E-7 
11 •800E-7 •439E-8 •І54E-6 •832E-8 •435E-6 •727E-8 
12 •529E-8 •447E-7 •391E-7 
Table 4. Example 4. 
N eh(Tt) 0.(7i) eh(T2) rh(T2) eh(Tъ) rh(Tъ) 
2 •135E-2 •430E-3 •196E-2 •609E-3 •170E-2 •430E-3 
3 •138E-4 •212E-3 •337E-4 •298E-3 •Ю2E-3 •2ПE-3 
4 •161E-3 •441E-4 •232E-3 •624E-4 •184E-3 •441E-4 
5 •734E-4 •207E-4 •Ю4E-3 •293E-4 •790E-4 •207E-4 
6 •281E-5 •2ЮE-5 •421E-5 •296E-5 •422E-5 •2ЮE-5 
7 •227E-5 •453E-6 •327E-5 •640E-6 •263E-5 •453E-6 
8 •908E-6 •212E-6 •130E-5 •300E-6 •996E-6 •212E-6 
9 •679E-7 •458E-7 •997E-7 •649E-7 •899E-7 •458E-7 
10 •174E-7 •215E-7 •237E-7 •304E-7 •П9E-7 •215E-7 
11 •П7E-7 •218E-8 •І69E-7 •308E-8 •131E-7 •218E-8 
12 •456E-8 •273E-8 •491E-8 
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Table 5. Example 5. 
N ч(T0 ' * ( * l ) *k(T2) rh(T2) eh(T3) rh(T3) 
2 •217E-3 •731E-5 •279E-3 •581E-5 •199E-3 •295E-5 
3 •488E-4 •694E-5 •655E-4 •571E-5 •475E-4 •286E-5 
4 •699E-5 •220E-5 •121E-4 •179E-5 •975E-5 •893E-6 
5 •340E-5 •696E-7 •436E-5 •567E-7 •311E-5 •284E-7 
6 •797E-6 •691E-7 •104E-5 •567E-7 •755E-6 •283E-7 
7 •147E-6 •221 E-7 •219E-6 •181E-7 •168E-6 •907E-8 
8 •534E-7 •688E-9 •684E-7 •565E-9 •487E-7 •282E-9 
9 •128E-7 •688E-9 •167E-7 •565E-9 •120E-7 •282E-9 
10 •269E-8 •220E-9 •375E-8 •181E-9 •277E-9 •940E-10 
11 •839E-9 •685E-11 •107E-8 •563E-11 •762E-9 •281E-11 
12 •205E-9 •264E-9 •188E-9 
Table 6. Example 6. 
N ч(т{) rh(TÙ *k(T2) rh(T2) eh(T3) ^ з ) 
2 •593E-3 •230E-2 •134E-2 •227E-2 •151E-2 •П2E-1 
3 •187E-3 •306E-3 •203E-2 •286E-3 •ШE-2 •139E-3 
4 •238E-3 •455E-4 •294E-3 •444E-4 •199E-3 •220E-4 
5 •256E-4 •699E-5 •405E-4 •691E-5 •332E-4 •343E-5 
6 •H5E-5 •862E-5 •488E-5 •855E-5 •572E-5 •425E-5 
7 •675E-5 •108E-5 •763E-5 •Ю7E-5 •462E-5 •534E-6 
8 •875E-6 •168E-6 •ИOE-5 •167E-6 •753E-6 •832E-7 
9 •942E-7 •263E-7 •150E-6 •261E-7 •126E-6 •130E-7 
10 •339E-8 •326E-7 •179E-7 •323E-7 •218E-7 •161E-7 
11 •253E-7 •409E-8 •287E-7 •406E-8 •175E-7 •202E-8 
12 •325E-8 •133E-8 •286E-8 
S o u h r n 
NUMERICKÉ ŘEŠENÍ OKRAJOVÝCH ÚLOH PRO DIFERENCIÁLNÍ ROVNICE 
SE STAVOVĚ ZÁVISLÝMI ODKLONĚNÝMI ARGUMENTY 
V. L. BAKKE, Z. JACKIEWICZ 
V článku se studuje numerická metoda řešení okrajové úlohy pro diferenciální rovnici 2. řádu 
s«_ stavově závislým odkloněným argumentem. Je dokázána konvergence 2. řádu a podána věta 
o asymptotickém rozvoji globální diskretizační chyby. Tato věta umožňuje zlepšit přesnost 
numerického řešení použitím Richardsonovy extrapolace, která vede ke konvergenční metodě 
3. řádu. Situace se liší od okrajových problémů pro obyčejné diferenciální rovnice, kde užití 
Richardsonovy extrapolace vede k metodě 4. řádu. 
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Резюме 
ЧИСЛЕННОЕ РЕШЕНИЕ КРАЕВЫХ ЗАДАЧ ДЛЯ ДИФФЕРЕНЦИАЛЬНЫХ 
УРАВНЕНИЙ С ЗАВИСЯЩИМИ ОТ СОСТОЯНИЯ 
ОТКЛОНЯЮЩИМИСЯ АРГУМЕНТАМИ 
V. Ь. ВАККЕ, 2. 1АСК1Е^ЛС2 
В статье изучается численный метод решения краевой задачи для дифференциального 
уравнения второго порядка с зависящим от состояния отклоняющимся аргументом. 
Доказаны сходимость второго порядка и теорема об асимптотическом разложении гло­
бальной ошибки дискретизации. Эта теорема позволяет повысить точность численного 
решения при помощи экстраполяции Ричардсона, ведущей к сходящемуся методу третьего 
порядка. Ситуация отличается от краевых задач для обыкновенных дифференциальных 
уфавнений, где использование экстраполяции Ричардсона приводит к методу 4-го порядка. 
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Шгуегзггу оГ Агкапзаз, РауеПеуШе, АЯ 72701. 
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